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Taming Dinosaurs

Beating Burnout

Footy Timber

Behind the Jurassic scenes at
Australian Architectural Hardwoods

How Industry 4.0 is helping timber
companies evolve

When Mortlock combined their two
passions: AFL and timber

A message from Craig
This Winter edition of our quarterly magazine introduces you to two
very different Accurate Group customers: WA’s Mortlock Timber,
who are doing great things with local jarrah, including supplying
the new Optus Stadium and the new training centre for 2018 AFL
champs, the West Coast Eagles. Back here in the east, Australian
Architectural Hardwoods is continuing to make its mark travelling
the countryside and rescuing retired timber from sites such as
bridges, factories and wharves. Whether the demand is for virgin or
reclaimed timber, there is a proud Australian manufacturer ready to
supply, and these are just two examples of our industry’s diversity
and innovation.
Our feature article this month concerns workplace burnout,
particularly as fatigue is concerned. Physical and mental fatigue
is common throughout all industries and I’m very aware of how
prevalent it is in ours. The great thing is, however, we don’t have
to accept it as ‘the new normal’; in fact, solutions are increasingly
being developed that significantly reduce its impact.
On the lighter side, we give you a look inside the Morgan Motor
Company’s line of vintage-styled, coach-built sports cars. Their 110year tradition of building the frame from ash wood continues to
this day and I was both fascinated and thrilled to learn more.
In this edition, we also congratulate our grinding room competition
winners who travelled to our new Brisbane
facility for intensive training.
As always, we would love to hear from you
with any feedback about our magazine or if
you would like to be featured in an upcoming
edition. Meanwhile, stay warm and take care.

Craig Honeyman,
Managing Director
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Grinding room
competition winner
Huge congratulations to the team at Coffs Harbour Hardwoods for winning the
ultimate, money-can’t-buy training experience. All orders placed before 31st May
were entered into a draw to win accommodation and two days of intensive grinding
room training at our brand new facility in Brisbane.
Coffs Harbour Hardwoods apprentice Kierryn Murphy was the lucky winner who got
to come along and we were very impressed with his focus and enthusiasm. Kierryn
was provided with valuable one-on-one training with our MD, Craig Honeyman. He
came away with a solid understanding of multiple profiles, grinding different angles
and steel grades, and identifying tolerances. Kierryn was thrilled to experience our
brand new, state-of-the-art profile grinder and our CNC controlled face grinder
which now proudly operate alongside our existing, more traditional machines.
“I was stoked to be chosen for this training. It was really valuable and I was amazed
at the new machines,” Kierryn said. “I haven’t seen anything like them before and the
results they produce! We’ll be going back to work with a new appreciation for the
hardware and with better skills that will make us more efficient and turn out even
better results.”

Check out a behind the scenes
video of Kierryn’s training at
accurateaustralia.com/coffs
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WA Jarrah in increasing demand
thanks to Mortlock Timber
Western Australian Jarrah specialists Mortlock Timber were proud to be chosen to supply a range of Jarrah timbers for the construction of
Perth’s brand new Optus Stadium. Their Marineplank decking product is designed for harsh environments and features a curved top surface
that enables water run-off, perfect for the task. Mortlock additionally supplied their Screenplank battens in various sizes, which were creatively
applied by the builders and landscapers to attractively define outdoor spaces and provide shelter.
Mortlock’s Director Dave Hitch explained that whilst the Marineplank was a major deciding factor in the selection of his company, the large
quantities that were required was also key. “Maintaining stock levels for five years as is customary with Jarrah is a challenge that not too many
companies are able to meet,” he said. “The seasoning process takes a long time and we are committed to holding our stock for that long. We
were able to supply the required quantities from our stock on hand and the results are terrific.” Indeed, Optus Stadium has won numerous
architectural awards.
A more recent project has been the new Perth training centre for the 2018 reigning AFL champs, the West Coast Eagles. Mortlock was called
upon to supply Victorian Ash which was styled into a giant eagle as a ceiling feature. “It looks incredible,” Dave said. “It’s a really impressive
feature and the fact that timber was chosen as the medium is great.”
The Mortlock stamp of quality has also been applied to many of Perth’s most recognisable landmarks since the company’s establishment in
2004. From decking at the Cape Naturaliste Lighthouse to flooring, fascia and batten linings at the Zig Zag Cultural Centre, the diversity of
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Mortlock’s capabilities continues to attract new interest. Other projects have included the city’s Corruption & Crime Commission Office,
the Corpus Christi Theatre, the Department of Fisheries Office, and the University of Western Australia, as well as countless residential
developments.
Located in Cunderdin, an agricultural town 156 kilometres east of Perth, Mortlock Timber is a major employer for the population of just 700.
“One of the challenges we face is attracting skilled moulder operators,” Dave explained. “Some of our employees even travel from out of
town and we are continually passing training down the line to upskill our team.”
On the factory floor, the team are always looking for ways to increase efficiencies. “We managed to cut a 6-man process into a 3-man
process which was brilliant, and we were then able to reassign workers to other tasks. Plus, we’re growing at a steady rate so there’s plenty of
work to go around.”
The future for Mortlock seems paved in Jarrah. Though the company also holds large stocks of eastern states species such as Spotted
Gum and Blackbutt and boasts a short lead time for supply, Jarrah is king in Western Australia. “It used to be the main construction timber
here last century but made way for pine. Today, Jarrah is in demand as a boutique architectural product, used more for its looks and
performance.” For Mortlock Timber, exporting Jarrah to New Zealand and other international markets is set to become an important aspect
of its business. “We’re really looking forward to showcasing WA Jarrah overseas and bolstering our local economy in the process.”
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Taming
Dinosaurs
all in a day’s
work at AAH
Arriving at the entrance of Australian Architectural
Hardwoods feels like a leap back in time. On our recent
visit, we couldn’t help feeling like we’d stepped into a
scene from the Hollywood blockbuster Jurassic Park.
The company’s Production Manager, Duane Lees told us
that people often wonder what’s behind the walls, that it
“looks like something from the dinosaur age”. Though the
‘dinosaurs’ here are impressive, history-laden lengths of
timber complete with battle scars, the day-to-day labour
of love is to project these materials forward and breathe
new life into them whilst retaining their precious DNA.
As Australia’s largest recycled hardwood mill, AAH are
across dozens of salvage projects at any given time.
Renowned for their reclamation of the piles and girders
of Brisbane’s iconic 1930s-built Hornibrook Bridge, AAH
also have ongoing contracts with most of New South
Wales and Queensland’s energy suppliers, to harvest
their expired royal species power poles. Old wool stores
and similar factories also provide rich pickings, with vast
quantities of Class 1 timbers awaiting their new destiny.
Duane came to his role from a traditional background
in timber sawmilling. “I worked at the opposite end,
purchasing logs, felling trees, working with freshly
harvested product. Nowadays, I get to work with
beautiful wood that just 20-25 years ago, would have
been burnt or dumped in landfill.”
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What used to be offered for free to rid sites of undesirable and redundant materials now fetches premium pricing, as demand has
gained serious momentum. Additionally, the labour-intensive process of de-metalling, grading and re-milling is another reason behind
the higher on-selling cost, as compared with virgin timber products.
We asked Duane his thoughts on reclaimed timber being a finite resource. “Well yes, it’s finite,” he said, “but there’s no chance of
it running out any time soon. There’s at least another whole lifetime of timber available to be salvaged and turned into reusable
products.”
AAH supplied Australia’s first engineered timber office building
Multinational construction giants LendLease chose AAH to supply structural hardwood products for their International House
Sydney project at Barangaroo. Six stories high, it boasts reclaimed materials from the Hornibrook Bridge, the Transgrid power
lines between Grafton and Casino, and the Wallerawang Rail Bridge in the Blue Mountains. AAH’s owner and CEO Andrew Brodie
is a structural engineer by profession. His considerable expertise and passionate creativity go hand in hand to devise solutions
that don’t just satisfy structural specifications. They also result in breathtaking aesthetics and encompass as many sustainability
principles as possible. “The people at LendLease had pretty lofty expectations around building materials and it was my job –
and pleasure – to come up with what they required,” he said.
With a workforce of 40 individuals, Australian Architectural Hardwoods supports no less than two hundred people among its
extended family. Now in its 25th year, a new generation is coming up through the ranks, with Andrew’s sons Sam and Leith on
board.
Andrew’s commitment to
working with reclaimed
timber is unwavering. “It has
characteristics that simply
can’t be replicated through
new production,” he says.
“Aged timber has such
character and authenticity,
and structurally speaking, is
also far stronger and more
stable. What we do often
have to do is get creative
around how we supply,
due to on-hand quantities.
But this only drives us to
innovate and some of our
best solutions have come
from having to work around
what’s available.”
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Beating burnout

with technology and automation
Workplace burnout is an increasing problem across all sectors as the
economic landscape fluctuates and competition influences demand
on the workforce. For workers in the manufacturing sphere, physical
fatigue is common, but burnout also refers to mental strain. In
order to combat both impacts, it’s necessary to look at the
causes and possible remedies.
How Industry 4.0 is helping prevent burnout
Increasingly, the timber processing industry is following
the general manufacturing trend towards greater
use of technology. ‘Industry 4.0’ refers to the
concept of smart factories where machines are
interconnected and communicate with each
other to drive improved efficiencies across
the entire production chain. Technological
advancements can be introduced to
replace repetitive, labour-intensive tasks
such as long periods of standing while
manually grinding cutterheads or
face grinding knife steel. Workers
can be reassigned to more
engaging and rewarding ones.
Out in the timber processing
areas, traditional infeed
and outfeed material
transfer systems can be
physically demanding
as workers pick
up boards and
load them into
machines.
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Many traditional systems have already been revolutionised such as with automatic tool and cutter grinders, automatic face grinders
and automated infeed and outfeed material transfers systems which optimise resource allocation and ultimately improve outputs
and/or quality.
If you’re interested in discussing how optimising or automating your operation can improve efficiencies, have a chat to your Stirling
Technical Sales Manager.

How do you know if you’re suffering from burnout at work?
Mood swings, irritability, making mistakes at work, inability to concentrate, low mood, depression and anxiety are all signs of workplace
burnout. Problems sleeping, frequent back pain, headache and stomach aches are some of its physical manifestations and must be
addressed. As well as visiting your GP, discuss with your supervisor or employer strategies that could help not just with your situation,
but across the board.

Fatigue management – physical and mental
How can you expect to run at full steam for 8, 9 or even 10 hours per day? Consider a change in routine, with fluctuations in levels
of activity over each day. Bouts of bending, lifting, pushing and carrying can be
countered with periods of less strenuous work.
- Don’t work through breaks – Take time out for a sandwich, a
coffee or a game of handball out in the yard. Sit and read the
newspaper or go outside and absorb some sunshine.
- Avoid extreme temperatures – In a hot, humid
environment, seek regular respite out of the sun or in a
cooler location. In extreme cold, be sure to rug up and
avoid unnecessary exposure to damp.
- Eat well and stay hydrated – Good nutrition is important
in the fight against fatigue. Eat to your hunger levels,
avoid sugary drinks and snacks, get plenty of protein and
don’t let yourself get too hungry before eating.
- Get adequate sleep – Never underestimate the value
of quality sleep. It’s crucial to cognitive functioning,
endurance, strength, energy levels and coping with
stress.
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The modern sports car built on
110 years of tradition... and wood

In this day and age, what value could you imagine there would be in utilising wood as a construction material in a motor car? We’re not
only talking aesthetics such as door trims and dashboards; we’re talking ash wood frames and aluminium chassis, a romantic marriage
of old and new. Every Morgan automobile is meticulously handcrafted employing long-established coach-building techniques that
are constantly revisited to bring traditional methods into the modern age.
Celebrating an impressive 110 years this year is Britain’s Morgan Motor Company which proudly articulates that it offers “a fitting
antidote to mass-produced automotive manufacturing”. The brand’s latest flagship model is the Plus Six, which the company describes
as “the most dynamically capable Morgan ever produced”. It promises “addictive power, unrivalled exhilaration and a true driver’s
sports car”. Weighing just 1,075kg in total, its DNA stretches back through over a century of manufacturing and four generations of
the Morgan family, who were always unyielding in their pursuit of excellence. Only 850 cars are produced per year, each assembled
by hand and individually customised for the purchaser. As of earlier this year, Morgan was sold to an Italian venture capital group,
Investindustrial who are determined to uphold the family’s lofty and enduring values.
Morgan’s iconic classically-styled sports cars – both four-wheeled and three-wheeled – can be customised with an almost infinite
array of options. One of the more coveted features is the sculpted wood dashboard and door trims which echo the ethereal finishing
touches of even higher marques such as Rolls-Royce.
The choice of ash in the frame construction has not been retained out of a sense of nostalgia but due to its physical properties.
Lightweight, durable and flexible, ash is also incredibly effective and dampening vibration. Interesting times lay ahead under the new
ownership but with Morgan’s wood frame being such an enormous differentiator, there’s every chance the ash inclusion will continue.
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New to the Stirling and Accurate Group

ASHLEY WILSON

CRAIG HALFPAPP

Technical Sales (VIC, TAS, ACT )

Service Manager

Ashley joins us the Accurate Group with nearly 20 years’
industry experience in operations management roles at timber
manufacturers and suppliers. With a solid understanding of
both the production and timber sales process, Ashley brings
ideas around optimisation and efficiencies, whilst being
excited about implementing technology and automation to
enhance new opportunities.

Craig joins Stirling with extensive expertise in the engineering
trade (over 38 years with 18 years in managerial positions)
across industries such as water infrastructure, sewerage,
manufacturing and processing equipment. A qualified fitter
and turner with a plethora of licenses and certifications, Craig’s
theoretical knowledge coupled with a practical hands-on
approach will ensure machine fitting and service excellence.

As the first person in Australia to hold the Treatment Plant
Operators License (when it launched in 2012), Ashley also has
a special interest timber preservation.

Moving forward, Craig Halfpapp is now your primary contact
for all machine maintenance, service and trouble-shoot
enquiries. He can be reached directly on 0406 765 710 or
craig.h@stirlingmachinery.com.au

Victoria, Tasmania and ACT customers can reach Ashley
directly on 0420 273 086 or ashley@stirlingmachinery.com.au.
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